
Class Descriptions - Group Exercise NOVEMBER
AQUA ZUMBA: Integrating the Zumba formula and philosophy with traditional aqua fitness disciplines, the Aqua Zumba class blends it all 

together into a safe, challenging, water-based workout that’s cardio-conditioning, body-toning, and most of all, exhilarating beyond belief.

BOOTCAMP: Challenging exercises with a hard motivating attitude. Not recommended for AOA

CORE: This mat class consists of introductory through intermediate level exercises with thorough explanation & demonstrations. Focusing on 

your Abdominals and Core  during this 55 min. class. A variety of equipments will be utilized: mats,  tubes, stability ball.

CIRCUIT TRAINING: Join us in our Healthy Start Room for a combination of cardiovascular and endurance while using all the equipment in 

one minute intervals with the supervision and motivation of an instructor.

CYCLING: Join us for a different ride every class. Cycling in an interval training class that helps you improve your cardiovascular health. 

First time? Please arrive early for bike set up. Water and towel required.

GLUCOFIT* A complete systematic approach to preventing & controlling diabetes while members have FUN, GET FIT & MAKE NEW 

FRIENDS! MUST BE ELIGIBLE TO ATTEND…(See Welcome Center)

H2O: (All Levels) *AOA welcome  This non-weight bearing, low impact exercise & resistance class is especially good for anyone recovering 

from an injury or beginning an exercise program. Aqua bells, noodles and other swim equipment may be used.
HI YO EMPOWER AQUA:  Integrates  high-intensity interval training with Yoga based movements to maximize caloric expenditure, 

improve strength and enhance flexibility. 
HATHA YOGA: Meditative with breath. A wonderful place for beginners to start but all levels welcomed.

HI-LO: This class is a combination of impact and non impact aerobics, toning, and stretching, with modifications for beginners.

HI/LO RETRO (previous Cardio Combo):   An "old school" hi-low impact aerobics class with muscle and core conditioning.

IYENGAR BASE YOGA: Great for both beginners & experienced students. Emphasis is given to alignment & precision in every posture.

KICKBOXING: An exciting &  high energy workout usning the fundamentals of boxing. May utilize other equipment in this class. 

MAT FUSION: This class combines  the more athletic aspects of Pilates and Yoga. Utilizing  hand weights & stability balls, it will  give your 

body a wake-up call! Strength and balance are the emphasis in this class,  it will challenge your body beyond basic PiYo. Modifications are 

given. 
PARKINSON'S*: If you have Parkinson's disease, this  is a class specifically for you. The class focuses on posture, balance, strength and 

vocal expansion.  
PILATES: This mat class consists of introductory through intermediate level exercises with thorough explanation and demonstration. 

Through a precise Pilates workout; one will see marked improvement in strength, balance, flexibility, muscle tone and posture.

RESISTANCE TRAINING: Workout all major muscle groups with weights and resistance bands.

REVOLUTION: An indoor cycling class-get it all in this classis ride!  It has your sprints, hills & endurance! Enjoy every minute of your 

ride…water bottle & towel recommended. R.I.P.P.E.D is total body, high intensity style program, utilizing free weights, resistance and body weight, masterfully combines the 

components of R.I.P.P.E.D.--- Resistance, Intervals, Power, Plyometrics and Endurance. Also includes a diet component to the program. 

Inquire with RIPPED instructor. 
SALSAEROBICS: Unique, Fun & Spicy Exercise Program that will melt pounds away! Lose weights as you learn new latin dance steps!
SILVER AND FIT II (All levels) * AOA welcome  Great class for our active older adults. This class combines social interaction with 

cardiovascular and strength exercises to improve total health. This class can be done seated or standing and uses weights, bands and other 

equipment.
 STEP TBC: A basic step class….no fancy moves…no difficult choreography.  The intensity is determined by the participant. Intervals of 

resistance training, drills, or plyometrics are interspersed between stepping.
STRETCH & RELAX (All) *AOA Welcome  This class incorporates basic stretching techniques to increase muscular flexibility, improve joint 

range of motion and alleviate overall stress & tension. Exercise balls or other props may be used. RELAX: will use similar techniques, while 

focusing more on deeper meditation and relaxation.
THE DRILL: Are you ready for some insanity? Then "The Drill" is for you! Short bursts of high energy, intense cardio mixed with a total-

body, strength circuit in a "boot camp-style" format. You will be sure to sweat & enjoy it.

TAE KWON DO: This is a Korean martial art that teaches students punching and kicking techniques with discipline and motivation.  Classes 

open to adults and children. Please see instructor for more details and class placement.
TAG: A triple threat workout! Thigh Abs Glutes. Great workout targeting the belly, buns and thigh to strengthen and improve CORE  ( below 

the chest & above the knees) stability.

TAI CHI: An evidence -based tai chi form endorsed by the CDC & Fall Prevention Consortium, taught by certified TCHI instructors focusing 

on slow controlled movements, proper posture, weight transfer, breath work & relaxation. 

TURBOKICK A beginner/intermediate class to introduce kickboxing.   This class will combine martial arts movements with conventional 

aerobic dance moves to make a great cardiovascular and total fitness workout.

TOTAL BODY CONDITIONING*  This class is a total body workout incorporating cardio and strength. You will use hand weights, bands, 

and your own body weight as resistance.  It is a workout targeting all of the major muscle groups including the abdominals and the major 

muscles of the back.  The goal is to incorporate core and functional strength. *Morning classes are AOA Evening classes are high 

intensity
TRX:  The system utilizes a system of straps, buckles and grips that allows the user to work against their own body weight.TRX training 

engages the core on every exercise in addition to providing some cardio fitness in every single workout.
VINYASA YOGA (All Levels) *AOA welcome  Yoga means to “bring together” or unite. This yoga class mixes a variety of disciples, flowing 

through poses ("asanas") to improve upon strength, flexibility and mental focus. Focus on the breath (ohm) for relaxation integrating the 

mind, body & spirit connection.
ZUMBA Zumba fuses hypnotic Latin rhythms and easy to follow moves to create a dynamic fitness class. The routines feature interval 

training sessions where fast and slow rhythms and resistance training are combined to sculpt and tone the body while burning fat.

ZUMBA GOLD (All Levels) *AOA welcome  All the fun and energy of zumba in a class designed for the active older adult and beginner.

ZUMBA TONING  This class is an innovative muscle training program with the addition of light weight toning sticks. It’s an exciting, Latin 

inspired, dance 'n tone program. 
PROGAMS:  UKULELE, ADULT HULA, KIDS BALLET ~ FEE based program which requires Registration. Please see the Welcome Center for enrollment.

POP UP Fitness Classes~ Classes that are NOT on the schedule- watch for announcements on the Activity/ Class Board & Online on 

the Leeward Home Page. POP UP Classes are: Circuit Xpress, Cardio Bootcamp, Run n'Ride, Ball BLAST, Kick n'Asphalt, REVOLUTION, 

RIPPED - more to come...be on the Ready.


